
360° Magnetic Mobile Holder
User Guide

Wipe your phone’s back surface with a wet wipe. Ensure that
the back side is thoroughly clean & dry. Chose one out of the
two sizes (Round & Square) available for the metal sheets &
white stickers according to the size of your phone.

Peel off the White Sticker !.
Peel off the white film of the selected size & stick it down
firmly to the center of the back of your phone or phone cover.
This white sticker will protect your phone surface from any
scratches by the metal plate.

Take the Black Metal Plate
The black plate is the metal element which will hold your phone to
the magnetic mount. Thus, chose the metal plate according to the
surface are of your phone or phone cover. Square plate is 
recommended for bigger devices.

Apply the Metal Plate
Peel off the white 3M sticker from the back of the metal 
sheet and press it down firmly to the center of the white 
sticker on the back of your phone or cover.

Clean the Dashboard..
Clean the dashboard surface where you want to fix
the HIKER mount. Use the alcohol swab to wipe off any dust,
oils or dirt particles from the dashboard surface. Ensure that
the surface is thoroughly clean & dry before proceeding
with the HIKER mount installation.

Fix the HIKER Mount !.
Once the desired area is clean & completely 
dry, peel off the 3M sticker on the back of the HIKER
Mount and firmly press it onto the dashboard surface.
Keep pressure on the mount for 2-3 minutes. 

Shh.. Wait for sometime!
After installation of the HIKER mount please wait 24 hours
before usage so that the adhesive can firm up/stick properly.
Using it too early may cause the adhesive to fail.

Ready to Use !
After 24 hours, your HIKER magnetic mount is ready
for use. Tap off your phone on the top of the holder
and let the HIKER magnetic mount do the rest.

Clean the device surface
before use..

Model :  H10

Bottom 3M 
Adhesive 

Incase, bottom 3M adhesive
does not work, Use the extra
3M adhesive stickers given in the 
box. Follow the same instructions 
as previous or contact us.
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